Institutional Effectiveness Council
Meeting Minutes
December 11, 2014
Present: Andrew Glidden; Mark Radlowski; Norayne Rosero; Robert Huyck; Alex HainesStephan; Deanna Ferro-Aurience; Jim Sunderhaft; Rosemary Mink; Rosemary Spetka
Excused: Janice Lester Bell; Michael Adamo;
Recording secretary: Norayne Rosero
1. Approval of Minutes: The minutes of the 10/10/14 meeting were reviewed and revised. R.
Mink made a motion to approve the minutes; A. Haines-Stephan seconded the motion. The
minutes were unanimously approved as revised.
2. IPEDS Report: M. Radlowski discussed the results of IPEDS with members of the IEC. A few
highlights. Our peers are five SUNY and five non-SUNY colleges. In general, compared to
our peers MVCC has more females, higher full-time enrollment per part-time enrollment,
offers more certificates. MVCC is a little more expensive but has more students that are
awarded financial aid. The College has lower revenue from tuition, fees, and state and local
support, but receives much more in grant monies.
3. CCSSE and CCFSSE: M. Radlowski discussed the results of the CCSSE and CCFSSE with
members of the IEC. Five broad areas are reported on. Overall MVCC did better but it would
provide more useful data if MVCC could be more on a cycle with other SUNY schools. N.
Rosero will look back at the 2009 results that were identified by the IEC as a focus for
improvement through Professional Development sessions and provide a comparison of the
results.
4. Data Summit: A Data Summit will be held on January 15th from 8:30 to 12 noon to examine
the work of the Achieving the Dream Core and Data Teams. The focus will be on
understanding the data that will inform MVCC’s actions through this initiative. It is expected
that the Data Summit will occur at least annually.
5. MSCHE Annual Conference: M. Radlowski, N. Rosero, and M. Eannace attend the MSCHE
Annual Conference in Washington D.C. There were several sessions dealing with the climate
surrounding regional accreditation and the revised MSCHE Standards.

6. Meeting Dates: The dates will be announced in January for the spring semester. N. Rosero
will email members as a reminder.

